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Highlights
• Ion and electron densities, potential, electric field and space charge density in magnetized plasma sheath for various 

permittivity of plasma medium are studied using the Kinetic trajectory simulation method.
• The plasma parameters in magnetized plasma sheath regime may be controlled by controlling the permittivity in plasma 

medium.
• The results are qualitatively more accurate and provide a better understanding of the plasma-wall transition phenomena.

Abstract
The plasma sheath, a thin layer having sharp gradients, is necessary to be formed at any material wall in exposure with plasma 
for its stability. Characteristics of magnetized plasma sheath formed in front of a material wall for different permittivity of 
plasma medium has been studies using the kinetic trajectory simulation (KTS) model. The electron density, ion density, electric 
field and potential decreases on moving away from the sheath entrance but total charge density increases. As plasma is composed 
of charged particles, any variation in the permittivity of the medium has significant effects on the sheath properties. It is found 
that on increasing the permittivity of the medium, the electric potential strength and hence electric field decreases because of 
increased shielding ability of the plasma. The results are in qualitative agreement with earlier studies based on the fluid approach 
but the kinetic approach is more accurate quantitatively providing a better perception of plasma-wall transition phenomena.

Keywords: Bohm criterion, Bohm-Chodura condition, kinetic trajectory simulation, plasma-wall interaction, magnetized 
plasma sheath

Introduction
The behavior of plasma at material wall of a container is always a fascinating event which is one of the olderst problems in 
plasma [1] and is still not fully understood [2-7]. A thin layer that is formed close to a wall facing plasma and has sharp gradients 
is known as the plasma sheath. I. Langmuir disclosed the basic characters of plasma-sheath transition region [1]. D. Bohm studied 
interaction of positive ion space charges and electron in sheaths and the nature of the Bohm criterion was used in an indirect 
form [8]. R. Chodura [9] deliberated the consequence of an oblique magnetic field on the plasma-wall region using numerical 
model to calculate the motion of plasma particles and generalized Bohm criterion. The transition region has a two structure; a 
quasineutral magnetic presheath region followed by an electrostatic Debye sheath. K U. Riemann [10] found that the region 
near the negative absorbing wall split into collisionless planner space-charge sheath and quasi-neutral presheath, where ions are 
accelerated up to the ion-acoustic velocity by the electric field penetrating the plasma. R. Chalise and R. Khanal [11] used the 
KTS for magnetized plasma sheath and found that the magnetic effect is strong near the sheath entrance.  KTS model was further 
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Model 
As the plasma particles are directed from the sheath entrance towards the boundary by strong electric field, we consider 1d3v 
model for the sheath region [12] is as shown in figure. 1. Here electric field is acts along the x-axis so we consider the plasma 
parameter to vary only along the x-direction. The right-hand boundary is the sheath entrance which divides collisionless and 
non-neutral sheath regime from the bulk plasma and the left-hand boundary is the material wall.
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S. Farhad and M. Khoramabadi [16] studied the properties of the collisional magnetized sheath with two species of positive 
ions by using the fluid model.Their analysis demonstrated that sheath dynamic is responsive to the power-law dependency, 
mainly for ions with higher density. G. C. Chen et al. [17] used N2, O2, and N2-O2 mixture as the working medium gas of a 
plasma igniter to study the influence of the gas medium. The emission spectra of the plasma jet had markedly differences when 
different working gases were used in the igniter. S. Basnet, A. Sarma, and R. Khanal [15] studied plasma-wall interaction at 
diverse electron temperatures and found that effect of temperature is dominant in the sheath. They found that the increase in 
temperature also increases the magnitude of potential and field due to this their respective densities are varied. In this work, we 
have studied the effect in permittivity of plasma medium on particle properties (profiles of ion density, electron density, and 
total charge density) and electric field in magnetized plasma sheath by employing the KTS method, suitable for studying the 
magnetized plasma-wall transition region. 
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Fig. 1:  Schematic diagram of 1d3v model of plasma sheath region [12]  
The angle made by the magnetic field along normal to the wall is denoted by θ:  

     (1) 
The plasma particles enter the simulation region from the right-hand boundary with cut-off Maxwellian velocity distributions; 
the left-hand boundary absorbs some fraction of particles that depends on the energy of incident particles. Due to this, the 
distribution functions of electrons will become 
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Fig 1. 1d3v model of plasma sheath region [12].
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modified and extended in studying different magnetized plasma sheath problems [3, 12-15]. S. Farhad and M. Khoramabadi 
[16] studied the properties of the collisional magnetized sheath with two species of positive ions by using the fluid model. Their 
analysis demonstrated that  sheath dynamic is responsive to the power-law dependency, mainly for ions with higher density. G. C. 
Chen et al. [17] used N2, O2, and N2-O2 mixture as the working medium gas of a plasma igniter to study the influence of the gas 
medium. The emission spectra of the plasma jet had markedly differences when different working gases were used in the igniter. 
S. Basnet, A. Sarma, and R. Khanal [15] studied plasma-wall interaction at diverse electron temperatures and found that effect of 
temperature is dominant in the sheath. They found that the increase in temperature also increases the magnitude of potential and 
field due to this their respective densities are varied. In this work, we have studied the effect in permittivity of plasma medium on 
particle properties (profiles of ion density, electron density, total charge density) and electric field in magnetized plasma sheath 
by employing the KTS method, suitable for studying the magnetized plasma-wall transition region.
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where ,  are considered according to the specified conditions  is the Heaviside step function.

Kinetic Trajectory Simulation (KTS) Method
In KTS method, velocity distribution functions of particle species involved are directly calculated by solving the related kinetic 
equations along the respective collisionless particle trajectories [18]. To calculate the distribution function at any point of the 
phase-space we trace the respective trajectories of phase-space where the distribution function is known. We assumed that 
electron and ion velocity distribution functions at the sheath edge to be cut-off Maxwellian. For species-s velocity distribution 
function satisfies the kinetic equation

  (4)

where,  s = (e, i)

Here, locally averaged electric and magnetic fields are , and the macroscopic acceleration of the species-s 
particles is , and  is the species-s collision term. In collisionless cases, the kinetic equation takes the familiar form 
of the Vlasov equation:

   (5)

i.e, , which gives nt.

Once the distribution functions are calculated, then electron and ion densities are calculated using

     (6)

and the space charge density is

                   (7)

The electrostatic potential  is obtained by solving the Poisson’s equation

      (8)

then the electric field is calculated using

      (9)

Results and Discussion
The different profiles of plasma parameters in the sheath region are obtained for plasma medium having different dielectric 
constants at fixed magnitude (0.5 mT) and obliqueness (θ = 30o) of the magnetic field. The ion density profile in the sheath 
region for three different values of the permittivity of the plasma medium is shown in Fig. 2. In this, and subsequent figures, the 
distance is measured from the wall and is normalized by the electron Debye length at the sheath entrance. The ion density goes 
on decreasing as we move away from the sheath entrance towards the wall which clearly shows that the variation of ion density 
is more near the boundaries. Also, the decrement in ion density is more with an increase in dielectric constant of plasma medium. 
For different permittivity of plasma medium nature of ion density profile is similar; however, the increased dielectric nature is 
more effective in screening the potential thereby causing a decrease in ion density reaching the wall.
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Fig. 2: Ions density versus normalized distance for different permittivity 

The density variation at the wall for different permittivity of the plasma medium for all other parameters being the same is shown 
in Fig. 3. The ion density at wall is appropriately best fitted as an exponential function  
which is continuously decreasing in the given range of permittivity. The reason for such a profile of ion density at wall is 
attributed to the fact that strength of potential goes on decreasing with permittivity. This will cause only the energetic ions to 
reach the wall. 

The variation of electron density with normalized sheath distance for diverse values of permittivity of plasma medium are 
shown in Fig. 4. Nature of the profile is almost similar as that of ions but the decrement is faster in moving towards the wall from 
the sheath entrance. 

 

Fig. 3: Variation of ions density at the wall for different permittivity of the plasma medium 

The number density decreases with an increase in dielectric constant value of plasma medium. Since wall is at a negative 
potential, electrons are strongly rejected from it due to the Coulomb repulsion and the wall receives only electrons having high 
thermal velocity. 

Fig 2. Ions density versus normalized distance for three different permittivity.

Ion density variation at the wall for different permittivity of the plasma medium for all other parameters being the same is showed 
in Fig. 3. The ion density at wall is appropriately best fitted as an exponential function  
which is continuously decreasing in the given range of permittivity. The reason for such a profile of ion density at wall is 
attributed to the fact that strength of potential goes on decreasing with permittivity. This will cause only the energetic ions to 
reach the wall. 

The variation of electron density versus normalized sheath distance for diverse values of permittivity of plasma medium are 
shown in Fig. 4. Nature of the profile is almost similar as that of ions but the decrement is faster in moving towards the wall from 
the sheath entrance.
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Fig 3. Variation of ions density at the wall for different permittivity of the plasma medium.

The number density decreases with an increase in dielectric constant value of plasma medium. Since wall is at a negative 
potential, electrons are strongly rejected from it due to the Coulomb repulsion and the wall receives only electrons having high 
thermal velocity.
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Fig. 4: Electrons density versus normalized distance for different permittivity of plasma medium  

Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of total charge density with normalized sheath distance for different values of the permittivity of 
the plasma medium. It shows that the total charge density increases towards wall and increment near the wall and sheath 
boundary is sharper which becomes almost flat in the middle. On increasing the dielectric constant of the medium in the 
plasma system decrement in the total charge density is observed which is dominant on either boundary. Variation of total charge 
density at wall with variation of the permittivity in plasma medium is shown in Fig. 6. The functional profile of total charge 
density at wall is well estimated by best fitting at exponential curve  which is continuously decreasing 
in the given range of permittivity. 

 Fig. 5: Total charge density versus normalized distances for different permittivity of the plasma medium 

The variation of potential versus normalized sheath distance for different values of permittivity of the plasma medium is shown 
in Fig. 7. Potential decreases in moving towards wall but potential variation in central sheath region is more flat compared to 

Fig 4. Electrons density versus with normalized distance for  different permittivity of  plasma medium. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of total charge density changes with normalized sheath distance for different values of the 
permittivity of the plasma medium. It shows that the total charge density increases towards wall and increment near the wall and 
sheath boundary is sharper which becomes almost flat in the middle. On increasing the dielectric constant of the medium in the 
plasma system decrement in the total charge density is observed which is dominant on either boundary. Variation of total charge 
density at wall with variation of the permittivity in plasma medium is shown in Fig. 6. The functional profile of total charge 
density at wall is well estimated by best fitting at exponential curve  which is continuously decreasing 
in the given range of permittivity.
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Fig 5. Total charge density versus with normalized distances for different permittivity of the plasma medium.

The variation of potential versus normalized sheath distance for different values of permittivity of the plasma medium is shown 
in Fig. 7. Potential declines in moving towards wall but potential variation in central sheath region is more flat compared to the 
region near the wall. The increment of electric permittivity of the medium decreases the potential and the effect of variation of 
electric permittivity becomes more dominant in the central region.
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Fig 6. Total charge density at the wall for diverse value of permittivity of the plasma medium

Fig. 7. Potential versus normalized distance for three different permittivity of the plasma medium.

The variation of electric field versus normalized sheath distance for different plasma mediums are shown in Fig. 8. The field 
becomes more negative in moving towards the wall and the increment of permittivity of the plasma medium further enhances 
the electric field. The profile of the electric field strength at the wall for different permittivity of the plasma medium is 
shown in Fig. 9. The functional profile of the electric field at the wall is well predicted by the best fitted exponential curve 

 which is continuously increasing in the given range of permittivity.

Fig 8. Electric field against normalized distance for different permittivity of the plasma medium.
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Fig  9. Variation of  electric field at wall for different permittivity of the plasma medium.

Conclusions
The effect of the permittivity of the medium in a plasma system comprising charged particles causes variations in their strength 
of electric field and potential. It is clear that on increasing the permittivity of the medium the strength of potential and field 
decreases. The electron density, ion density, electric field and potential goes on decreasing in moving towards materials wall from 
the sheath entrance but total charge increases. With an increase in the permittivity of the medium, the variations become even 
more distinct. The results are comparable with previous works; based on fluid model [16] and experimental results [17]; showing 
qualitative similarity. As the kinetic approach gives the most reliable results compared to the fluid model our results are expected 
to provide a better understanding of the plasma-wall transition phenomena.
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